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word or usage practice in the oral stage of the typical
procedure, and its acquisition will be tested and impressed
in the written exercises that follow it.
Superfluous Gra m ma r
This takes us to a second point: that muck of the
grammar now usually taught is entirely superfluous. It
should not come into the course at all, because it has no
practical value. To teach it is to encumber the mind
with inert ideas, and thus to defy the cardinal principle
of all choice of teaching matter, that it must do some work
in the mind and life of the pupil taught. Examples of
this grammatical lumber are sub-classes of nouns, e.g.,
abstract and concrete, singular and plural, proper and
common. Of these classes the only one worth considering
at all is the proper noun, because in writing English
proper nouns begin with a capital. The term * proper *
and its associated rule may be taught accordingly when
the pupil comes to use proper nouns in writing. Similarly
with distinctions between pronouns, personal, demonstra-
tive, indefinite and so on. The knowledge of these names
for different classes of pronouns is associated with no
habits of speech or writing that require a knowledge of a
special terminology for impressing them, if indeed they
have any such associations at all. None occur to the
mind of the present writer, though he is not aware that
he uses the words wrongly in consequence. Most of the
sub-divisions of parts of speech and most of the technical
terms for other grammatical distinctions (e.g., all but the
simple present, past, and future, in verb tenses) are mere
lumber, and should find no place in our class-rooms.
The teacher's object will be to anticipate customary
errors of India?i pupils^ and to remedy errors that occur.
The experienced teacher who has taken the trouble to*
keep a record of the common errors of his previous
year's pupils, will have his anticipatory list by him. The
inexperienced teacher will do well to take over such a.
list to begin with, or to refer to a departmental syllabus-
if available, making his own alterations and departures
as experience suggests. For purposes of remedy, all that
isrequiredis vigilance and sufficient knowledge of J$ng>lish>
injhe; teacher. The teacher is npt free from the human
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